
ALL LATIN I NOUN/ADJECTIVE ENDINGS AND SYNTAX 
 

NOUN ENDINGS 
 1st DECL 2nd DECL 3rd DECL 
 Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. 
Gender 

F(M) F(M) M N M N M/F N M/F N 
NOM 

a ae us/er um ī a ? ēs a 
GEN 

ae ārum ī ōrum is um 
DAT 

ae īs ō īs ī ibus 
ACC 

am ās um ōs a em ? ēs a 
ABL 

ā īs ō īs e ibus 
 

NOUN ENDINGS 
 3rd IO DECL 4th DECL 5th DECL 
 Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. 
Gender 

M/F N M/F N M(F) N M(F) N F (M) F (M) 
NOM 

? ēs ia You will learn in Latin II 
GEN 

is ium 
DAT 

ī ibus 
ACC 

em ? ēs ia 
ABL 

e i ibus 
 

NOUN SYNTAX 
NOMINATIVE 

Subject The actor of an active verb, receiver of a passive verb, or “it” of an impersonal/stative verb 
Predicate The noun renames the subject via sum, esse 
Appositive The noun identifies a different noun in another way 

GENITIVE 

Possession The genitive owns the noun to which it is connected (sometimes via sum, esse) 
Partitive The genitive is made up of this noun 

DATIVE 
Indirect Object The dative receives the direct object (explicit or implicit [intransitives/compounds]) 

ACCUSATIVE 
Direct Object The accusative indicates who or what receives the action of an action verb 
Duration of Time The accusative indicates how long an action takes place (sibling to Extent of Space) 
Extent of Space The accusative indicates how far an action takes place (sibling to Duration of Time) 
End of Motion The accusative indicates to what point (real or abstract) an action moves (with a 

preposition unless a place name) 
Subject of Verb 
Infinitive 

The accusative subject of an infinitive verb in indirect statement 
 



ABLATIVE 
Absolute An ablative noun and ablative noun/adjective/participle that become a subordinate clause 
Accompaniment Alongside whom/what an action takes place 
Agent The ablative indicates the personal (human) actor of a passive verb (must have a 

preposition) 
Comparison The ablative replaces the quam construction after comparative adjectives/adverbs 
Manner The ablative indicates “how” an action is done 
Means or 
Instrument 

The ablative indicates “with what” an action is completed; also can indicate the thing non-
human actor of a passive verb (no preposition required) 

Place Where The ablative indicates where an action takes place 
Separation Movement away (real or abstract) 
Specification The ablative indicates important/relative information for part of the sentence 
Time When The ablative indicates when the verb takes place 

VOCATIVE 
Direct Address The vocative indicates the object being addressed 

 
 

ADJECTIVE SYNTAX 
Syntax Explanation 
Substantive The adjective acts like a noun 
Attributive The adjective modifies a noun 
Predicate The adjective describes the subject via sum, esse 



ALL LATIN I VERB ENDINGS AND SYNTAX 
 

Standard Translations 
 Active Passive 
 

Present 
 

verb(s) is verbed 

 
Imperfect 

 
was/were verbing was/were being verbed 

 
Future 

 
will verb will be verbed 

 
Perfect 

 
verbed was/were verbed 

 
Pluperfect 

 
had verbed had been verbed 

 
Future Perfect 

 
will be verbed will have been verbed 

 
ACTIVE INDICATIVE VERB ENDINGS 

 Present Imperfect Future 
 Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. 
1st 

ō mus bam bamus bō bimus am ēmus 
2nd 

s tis bas batis bis bitis ēs ētis 
3rd 

t nt bat bant bit bunt et ent 
 

PERFECT ACTIVE INDICATIVE VERB ENDINGS 
 Perfect Pluperfect Future Perfect 
 Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. 
1st 

ī īmus eram erāmus erō erimus 
2nd 

istī istis erās erātis eris eritis 
3rd 

it ērunt erat erant erit erint 
 

PASSIVE INDICATIVE VERB ENDINGS 
 Present Imperfect Future 
 Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. 
1st 

r mur bar bāmur bor bimur ar ēmur 
2nd 

ris minī bāris bāminī beris biminī ēris ēminī 
3rd 

tur ntur bātur bantur bitur buntur ētur entur 



 
PERFECT PASSIVE INDICATIVE VERB FORMS 

 Perfect Pluperfect Future Perfect 
 Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. 
1st 

4pp + 
sum 

4pp + 
sumus 

4pp + 
eram 

4pp + 
erāmus 

4pp + erō 4pp + 
erimus 

2nd 
4pp + es 4pp + 

estis 
4pp + 
erās 

4pp + 
erātis 

4pp + eris 4pp + 
eritis 

3rd 
4pp + est 4pp + 

sunt 
4pp + 
erat 

4pp + 
erant 

4pp + erit 4pp + 
erint 

 
PARTICIPLE FORMS 

 Active Passive 
Present 

PRES STEM + ns, ntis XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
Perfect 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX PERF PASS STEM + tus, a, um 
Future 

PERF PASS STEM + turus, a, um PRES STEM + ndus, a, um 
 

PARTICIPLE TRANSLATIONS 
 Active Passive 
Present 

verbing XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
Perfect 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX having been verbed 
Future 

about to verb about to be verbed 
 

INFINITIVE FORMS 
 Active Passive 
Present 

PRES STEM + re PRES STEM + ri 
Perfect 

PERF ACTIVE STEM + isse PERF PASS STEM + tus esse 
Future 

PERF PASS STEM + turus esse -------------------------------- 
 

INFINITIVE TRANSLATIONS 
 Active Passive 
Present 

to verb to be verbed 
Perfect 

to have verbed to have been verbed 
Future 

to be about to verb -------------------------------- 
 



 
VERB SYNTAX 

Syntax Explanation 
IMPERATIVE 

Command A command 
INDICATIVE 

Cum Temporal A subordinate/dependent clause indicating when the independent/main clause takes place. 
INFINITIVE 

Complimentary The infinitive completes a verbal idea 
Verb of Subject 
Accusative 

The verb of a subject accusative in indirect statement 

 
 


